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What is ?



  

US Constitution
“To promote the progress of science 
and useful arts, by securing for limited 
times to authors and inventors the 
exclusive right to their respective 
writings and discoveries”



  

But what is ?



  

“a bundle of rights”



  

The right to reproduce the work
The right to prepare derivative works
The right to distribute the work
The right to perform the work
The right to display the work
The right to license any of the above to third parties



  

How do I get ?



  

How do I receive 
copyright protection for 
my work?



  

First, it must meet some
basic requirements:

● It must be original.
● It must have some level of 
creativity.
● It must be in a fixed medium.



  

Old Days -
You use this symbol

And provide a date

And register it with the
US Copyright Office.

1930



  

Now-a-days:                    

<this space left intentionally blank>



  

Now-a-days:

Also, it's instant.



  

Copyright protects…

Writing
Choreography
Music
Visual art
Film
Architectural works

Copyright doesn’t protect…

Ideas
Facts
Data (mostly)
Useful articles (that’s patent)



  

How long does

protection last?



  

The life of the Author
plus 70 years
(for now).



  

After that



  

The Public Domain



  

General Rules for Public Domain/Copyright Status

Works No Longer Protected by Copyright

• Published before 1923
• Published between '23 and '63, but it depends.
• Authored by the Federal Government



  

General Rules for Public Domain/Copyright Status

Works Still Protected by Copyright

• Published after '63
• Published between '23 and '63, but it depends
• Most State and Municipal works



  

Infringement



  

Infringement vs. Plagiarism



  

Infringement:
vs.

Plagiarism:

Unauthorized reproduction of a work that is still 
protected by copyright.

Reproducing someone else's work and calling it 
your own.



Fair Use

17 USC § 107



An exception to 
copyright 

protection.



The Four Factors
● The Nature of the original work
● The Purpose of the use
● The Amount of the original work
● The Affect on the Market of the original

Remember: Every case is different



  

TEACH Act
Technology, Education and Copyright Harmonization



  

Distance Education



  

Only applies to “performance” or “display”

Not copies (see: Fair Use)



  

Requirements
●  government body or an accredited nonprofit 
educational institution.

●  institutional policies regarding copyright.

●  provide accurate informational materials regarding 
copyright that promotes compliance.

●  provide notice to students that materials used in 
connection with the course may be subject to copyright 
protection.

●  solely for students officially enrolled in the course for 
which the transmission is made.



  

“OK, we did that, what do we get?”



  

17 USC § 110 (2)

“the performance of a nondramatic literary or 
musical work or reasonable and limited portions of 
any other work, or display of a work in an amount 
comparable to that which is typically displayed in 
the course of a live classroom session, by or in 

the course of a transmission” is not an 
infringement.



  



  

17 USC § 110 (2)

The performance of nondramatic literature or 
music and limited portions of any other work is not 

infringing.

and

The display of a work in a typical face-to-face 
classroom fashion is not an infringement.



  

Teaching resources are available, but be a 
discerning user.



  

For things the law has not addressed well...



  

?



  



  



  



  



  



  

But what if you want to share?





  



  



  



  



  



Creative Commons: licenses



Public 
Domain

All 
Rights 
Reserve
d

Some rights reserved: a spectrum.

least 
restrictive

most restrictive

http://learn.creativecommons.org/


3 Layers







<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://creativecommons.org/ns#"
         xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<License rdf:about="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/nl/">
    <permits rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Reproduction"/>
    <permits rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Distribution"/>
    <requires rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Notice"/>
    <requires rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#Attribution"/>
    <permits rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#CommercialUse"/>
    <permits rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#DerivativeWorks"/>
    <requires rdf:resource="http://creativecommons.org/ns#ShareAlike"/>
  </License>
</rdf:RDF>



  

So......



  

Public facing student work?



  

Get around the problem
Encourage use of Open resources.



  

Ex: Podcasting.



  

Audio/Video Repositories:

http://archive.org
http://www.jamendo.com/

http://www.podsafeaudio.com/
http://www.google.com/advanced_search

http://archive.org/
http://www.jamendo.com/
http://www.podsafeaudio.com/
http://www.google.com/advanced_search


  

A new wave in education



OER



the OER Definition:

“Open educational resources are educational 
materials and resources offered freely and openly 
for anyone to use and under some licenses to 
remix, improve and redistribute.”



Definition by boundaries:
OA
OCW
eLearning

OER  &



The difference between:
 Open Access (OA) and OER.



OA focuses on sharing content, usually 
of scholarly nature, without a 
requirement for the use of an Open 
license

OER includes any educational content 
that is shared under an Open license



OER and OA are friends



OA // OER - buddies

OA

OER

free, 
permanent, 

full-text, online 
access to 

scientific and 
scholarly 

works
openly 

licensed 
educational 
content



The difference between:
Open Course Ware (OCW) and OER.



OCW focuses on sharing open content 
that is developed specifically to instruct 
a course 

OER includes any educational content 
that is shared under an open license, 
whether or not it is a part of a course



OCW is a subset of OER



OCW // OER - overlap

OER

OCW

OCW, single 
images, general 

campus lectures, 
image 

collections, 
singular learning 
modules, paper 

or article

syllabi, lecture 
notes, 
presentation 
slides, 
assignments, 
lecture videos - 
all related to a 
course



The difference between:
eLearning and OER



OER and eLearning: a relationship.

eLearning are electronic instructional resources 
that are not necessarily Openly licensed.

OER materials are designed to be the physical or 
electronic building blocks of instructional 
resources and are always Openly licensed.



eLearning // OER - intersection

OER

eLearning

intersection represents 
open, electronic, 
instructional resources



Enough with the comparisons



Why?



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

All of these things...



  

can



  

and arguably should be



  

shared.



  



  

Why?



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

All of these things...



  

were built upon



  

other people's things.

“standing on the shoulders....”



  

not just “academia”



  

Open High School of Utah
http://www.openhighschool.org/

http://www.openhighschool.org/


  



  



  



  

Michigan as well..





Open.Michigan encourages 
researchers, learners, and 
instructors to maximize the 
impact and reach of their 

scholarly work through open 
sharing.

























“This is a really good presentation. Very clear 
and I like your examples and excel sheet 
calculations. Thank you for the great lecture.”

“My teacher did not explain as clear as you did.”

“Thanks for this video. Very well explained and 
with examples.”



Do you want to work 
together?



MLibrary Copyright Office

copyright@umich.edu
lib.umich.edu/copyright

mailto:copyright@umich.edu
http://lib.umich.edu/copyright


  

“christina, cal class of '08” - bittermelon - http://www.flickr.com/photos/bittermelon/2521892649/ - CC:BY-NC
 “The Path of Least Resistance” - NazarethCollege - http://www.flickr.com/photos/nazareth_college/3525764942/ - CC:BY
 “for squirrels and chipmunks, practice makes perfect” - emdot - http://www.flickr.com/photos/emdot/56156364/ - CC:BY
 “books in a stack (a stack of books)” - austinevan -http://www.flickr.com/photos/austinevan/1225274637/ - CC:BY
 “Real Academia” – fernando garcÃƒÂa redondo –  http://www.flickr.com/photos/fgr1986/3787437711/ - CC:BY
 “I Love To Share – 2009” - creativecommons - http://www.flickr.com/photos/creativecommons/3303749499/ - CC:BY
 “and more servers” - mysterbee - http://www.flickr.com/photos/mysterybee/1659329016/ - CC:BY-SA
 “IXS_1916” - acme - http://www.flickr.com/photos/acme/2628554102/ - CC:BY
 “Dr. Kevin Padian talk - From Dinosaurs to Birds: How Did It Happen?” - mikebaird - http://www.flickr.com/photos/mikebaird/2208087847/ - CC:BY
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